
Improve accuracy
The world’s leading imposition software eliminates  
opportunity for error, driving improved accuracy and  
faster turnaround time.

Increase productivity
Produce more jobs faster with reusable job templates, automatic 
adjustments on the fly from job to job, and features that maximize 
press sheet usage based on signature plans and job intent.

Imposition is at the heart of production costs, affecting throughput, material usage and labor. KODAK PREPS 
Imposition Software helps you take control of this critical step, saving time, controlling costs and improving 
productivity. With an intuitive interface, a comprehensive suite of powerful features optimized for commercial, 
publication and package printing, and a broad range of JDF functionality, PREPS Software has become one of 
the most widely used tools in today’s printing industry.

Cut Turn Times and Production Costs
Produce faster, more accurate impositions that  
maximize press sheet usage and boost productivity. 

KODAK PREPS
IMPOSITION SOFTWARE

Accelerate cycle times
Leverage a library of templates to save time and create efficiencies, and minimize 
manual steps with a host of smart automation features, custom fold patterns and 
shingling and bottling rule management.

Expand your business
Layouts for both offset and digital label jobs can be easily 
handled in PREPS Software. If you are expanding into the 
packaging market, consider KODAK PANDORA Step-and-Repeat 
Software: it is specifically designed to automate layout creation 
for any type of packaging.

Reduce costs 
Template-based impositions eliminate opportunities for error and waste for both new and 
repetitive jobs, enabling you to tightly control both substrate and labor costs. 

Optimize the placement 
of several jobs on a single 
press sheet.
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KODAK.COM/PRINERGY

KODAK PREPS IMPOSITION SOFTWARE
Operating system WINDOWS or MAC

Key features
• Integrated Workflow
• Intelligent Smart Marks
• Job Template Support

Optional add-ons:
Dynamic Print Planning

Radically optimize print planning and print more, spend less. Dynamic Print Planning allows you to:

1. Efficiently manufacture products that share similar production attributes within a  
given time window. 

• Due date and time    
• Plate type   
• Printing press

• Colors (Inks or Coatings)   
• Substrate  
• Cutting equipment

2.    Automate creation of the manufacturing plan and create a cost optimized set of  
       print-ready production layouts

3.    Seamlessly integrate with your PREPS & PRINERGY Workflow.

Use  “Generate Press Runs”  to optimize press sheets based on job intent and signature plans.

Support for multiple product 
and part workflows.

Build a library of 
common resources.

Everything is 
readily accessible; 
just click and 
properties 
information is 
available.

https://www.kodak.com/US/en/prinergy-workflow/default.htm

